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A Typical Computing Platform
Platform w/ Software Guard Extensions (SGX)

**Secure enclave:**
Protected execution within the traditional address space
Controlled entry points
Exclusive access to pages within a secure memory

**Secure memory:**
Encrypted and replay protected
Inaccessible to OS and system software

**Attestation and Sealing:**
Measured enclave build with signed attestation generation
Platform-specific keys (for example, sealing key)
Enclave is built and **measured**

HW based **attestation** provides evidence that “this is the right application executing on an authentic platform”

Remote platform provisions secrets to the local platform

Enclave uses its platform-specific **sealing** key to store secrets for later use
Enclave Measurement

When building an enclave, hardware generates a cryptographic log of the build process:

- Code, data, stack, and heap contents
- Location of each page within the enclave
- Security attributes (e.g., page permissions) and enclave capabilities (e.g., debug mode)

Enclave identity (MRENCLAVE) is a 256-bit digest of the log that represents the enclave:
- Provided during attestation to remote platform
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SGX Key Hierarchy

SGX hardware provides unique per-platform keys for various operations
- Seal key for data protection
- Report key for attestation between enclaves
- Provisioning key for negotiating attestation key

Enclave software gains access to platform keys via the EGETKEY instruction

EGETKEY key derivation algorithm uses enclave identity to produce enclave-specific versions of each key type
Attestation

SGX provides both local and remote attestation capabilities

*Local attestation* allows an enclave to attest its identity and its TCB to another enclave on the *same platform*

*Remote attestation* allows an enclave to attest its identity and its TCB to another entity *outside of the platform*
Local Attestation

Enclave software uses the EREPORT instruction to construct a hardware-based assertion describing the enclave's identity, called a report.

Report contents:
- Enclave attributes
- Enclave measurement
- User-supplied data (e.g., public key)

EREPORy is parameterized by the desired target of the attestation:
- Provided by calling enclave
- Report structure is secured by EREPORT using the report key of the target enclave

Target enclave uses its report key to verify the report structure (in software)
Remote Attestation

Platform identity
• Based on Intel® Enhanced Privacy Identifier (EPID)
  • Group-based anonymous signature scheme
  • Provided by Intel® provisioning service

Intel® provides a Quoting Enclave that converts a local attestation into a remote attestation
• Application enclave produces a local report structure that targets the Quoting Enclave
• Quoting Enclave locally verifies the report and is able to determine:
  • Hardware produced the report
  • The application enclave is running on the same hardware platform
• Quoting Enclave signs a quote containing the report data and platform identity
Securely Storing Enclave Secrets

Enclave secrets that live in protected memory are destroyed during enclave tear-down.

SGX supports the ability to seal secrets to a platform so that enclave data can be cryptographically protected when it is stored outside of the enclave:

- EGETKEY returns persistent sealing key that is enclave- and platform-specific.

Enclave encrypts data using the sealing key and the software algorithm of its choice before saving it to disk.
Enclave Sealing Authority

Each enclave may be signed by a sealing authority

Sealing key may be based on:
- Enclave identity (tied to the current version of the enclave code) or
- Sealing authority (supports secure storage across software upgrades)

Binding to the sealing authority enables the signer to control access to sealed data across versions
- Authorize new enclaves to access old data by signing those enclaves with the same key
- Assign enclave versions to allow upgrades to access existing data while preventing old versions from accessing new data
Conclusions

SGX is an extension to the Intel® instruction set architecture enables developers to run application code within a protected container called an enclave.

Enclaves are measured during the build process:
- Enables hardware to establish the identity of each enclave
- Allows remote parties to validate the integrity of the running software

Local and remote attestation capabilities are combined to enable a remote party to securely provision secrets to an enclave.

Data sealing capability enables an enclave to securely store secrets, access stored secrets across software versions, and avoid the overhead of attestation and provisioning during a typical execution.
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